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AVSN IDEAS 
Programme idea’s for Scout Network 

Welcome to the first edition of the monthly programme idea’s sheet for 
Scout Network. Each month we will be bringing you idea’s and 
information of local and national Network events happening. As the nights 
are getting darker it’s the time where most people start thinking about 
heading indoors with programme idea’s, although not everything has to 
be indoors just because winter is on it’s way. Perhaps you could host a 
camp fire and cook some basic backwoods cooking foods (s’mores, 
chocolate filled bananas, dough twists - for other idea’s visit http://
www.intbc.org/scouts/scouts/skills_pdfs/Backwoods_Cooking.pdf for a 
Backwoods cook book).
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There’s nothing more 
satisfying than 
gathering around a 
campfire with friends. 
No matter how long it 
takes to get it going!
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If you haven’t got access to a camp fire circle 
in your area you could always bring some 
elements of backwoods cooking inside.  


By using some tea lights, and empty tin cans 
you can make yourself some tiny pancakes or 
other treats. Why not check out https://
www.instructables.com/id/Cancakes---Mini-
Pancake-cooker/ for guidance in making tin 
can pancakes.


If you don’t feel like cooking tiny pancakes 
using a tea light Tastemade have create various 
meals with a tiny kitchen, visit https://
www.tastemade.com/shows/tiny-kitchen for all 
the videos of meals made!


There’s more to a camp fire than just the food, 
if our not feeling the cooking why not find or 
create your own camp fire songs or skits, 
maybe someday everyone will be singing or 
performing your new masterpiece!


If trying to light a fire 
isn’t quite your thing or 
your fancy watching 
some fireworks you can 
always arrange to meet 
up and visit one of your 
local bonfire nights, 
there are plenty 
throughout the Avon 
county area that you 
could visit. Find out if a 
local Scout group is 
hosting one!


If you would like to contribute to the monthly programme idea’s get in 
touch! Email: avon.network@outlook.com
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Who needs gloves to 
keep your hands 
warm when you have 
a decent fire going?  County Bonfire Gathering 

Saturday 3rd November 
Woodhouse Park BS32 4LX       
Fire lit from 6pm 

All welcome to come along and stay overnight if you

wish, hot dogs will also be served - please email 
avon.network@outlook.com if you have any dietary 
requirements or wish to stay overnight.
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